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Abstract: Blockchains are attracting the attention of stakeholders in many industrial domains,
including the logistics and supply chain industries. Blockchain technology can effectively contribute
in recording every single asset throughout its flow on the supply chain, contribute in tracking
orders, receipts, and payments, while track digital assets such as warranties and licenses in a unified
and transparent way. The paper provides, through its methodology, a detailed analysis of the
blockchain fit in the supply chain industry. It defines the specific elements of blockchain that affect
supply chain such as scalability, performance, consensus mechanism, privacy considerations, location
proof and cost, and details on the impact that blockchains will have in disrupting the supply chain
industry. Discussing the tradeoff between consensus cost, throughput and validation time it proceeds
with a suggested high-level architectural approach, and concludes as a result with a discussion on
changes needed and challenges faced for an in-vivo deployment of blockchains in the supply chain
industry. While the technological features of modern blockchains can effectively facilitate supply
chain uses cases, the various challenges that still remain, bring in front of us a wide set of needed
changes and further research efforts for achieving a global, production level blockchain for the supply
chain industry.
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1. Introduction

Blockchains are regarded as public (and lately also private) ledgers containing transactional
data within their decentralized data structures, which form a series of tightly connected blocks.
Asymmetric cryptography and distributed consensus algorithms are being deployed for achieving
ledger consistency, data integrity, auditability, non-repudiation, and authentication as part of the
basic security primitives [1]. The distributed and decentralized nature of blockchains makes them
immutable in the sense that transactions cannot be tampered once they are officially validated by
the peers of the network and registered in the block of the chain. At the same time, reliability and
robustness are ingredients that constitute blockchains as highly trusted platforms implemented on
open, trustless networks of peers.

During the last years, we experience significant research and development efforts utilizing
blockchains in financial services such as digital assets and payment systems [1,2], smart contracts [3],
logistics [4] Internet of Things (IoT) [5,6], and reputation systems [7,8]. This is mainly due to the fact
that blockchains can allow transactions and payments to be implemented without any intermediary,
thus effectively disrupting the way traditional businesses are working to date.
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Logistics and supply chain management are regarded as domains where blockchains are good
fits for a series of reasons. During the lifecycle of the product, as it flows in the value chain (from
the production to consumption) the data generated in every step can be documented as a transaction
creating, and thus, a permanent history of the product. Among others, blockchain technology can
effectively contribute to: (i) Recording every single asset (from product to containers) as it flows
through the supply chain nodes, (ii) tracking orders, receipts, invoices, payments, and any other
official document, and (iii) track digital assets (such as warranties, certifications, copyrights, licenses,
serial numbers, bar codes) in a unified way and in parallel with physical assets, and others. Moreover,
the blockchain can contribute effectively, through its decentralized nature, in sharing information
about the production process, delivery, maintenance, and wear-off of products between suppliers and
vendors, bringing new modalities of collaboration in complex assembly lines.

Any system, in order to achieve traceability, is required for a flow of information that records
and follows the flow of products. The interconnected structure of the supply chain makes it
difficult to introduce a centralized system in control of a third party, since a high level of trust is
required. The limited amount of trust concludes in separate systems that restrain the possibility to
accomplish traceability throughout the full supply chain. In today’s world, supply chains end up
to be complicated structures with multiple involved participants and with a plethora of activities.
Security and organizational issues tend to enhance the need to build a supply chain management
system leveraging blockchain ledger technology.

Regardless of the particularities of the specific supply chain related application, blockchain can
offer a wide set of advantages. By registering and documenting a product’s lifecycle across the supply
chain nodes increases the transparency and the trust of the participating actors. Moreover, elimination
needs to have a trusted third party that can allow for greater scalability, as any number of participants
can virtually participate in the chain with the appropriate level of trust, and increased innovation by
deploying the dynamics of blockchains as enablers of instant payments (through cryptocurrency),
smart contracts, and low transaction fees without having the cost overheads of third parties. Last, but
not least, a shared, immutable ledger with codified rules can potentially eliminate the audits required
by internal systems and processes.

While today we experience various research efforts on the analysis of the blockchains in logistics
and supply chain management and the adoption of distributed ledger technologies and smart contracts,
there has been no detailed methodological approach on what elements of the blockchain are effecting
the particular stakeholders and what are the blockchain technical features that someone has to pay
special attention to for the wider real-life blockchain adoption in the related business domain. At
the same time, some high level conceptual considerations on a blockchain based architecture for the
supply chain management is missing and needs to be the subject of further discussions so as to have a
reference blueprint for a potential further articulation with the legacy systems owned by the related
supply chain stakeholders.

The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an analysis on related work with
respect to supply chain management over blockchain technology and investigates, among others, recent
literature and implementations that try to utilize such technologies in the area of logistics, product
origin tracking, and supply chain management. Section 3 discusses the general concept and elements of
blockchains that affect the supply chain and its actors. Scalability, performance, consensus mechanisms,
privacy, location, and cost are further investigated, while an analysis of blockchain features tradeoffs
for supply chain is being presented. Section 4 provides architectural assumptions and considerations
for a generic modular and layered architecture and how blockchain layer and a generic middleware
layer have to be placed and interact with each other for facilitating the needs of supply management
actors. Section 5 provides a discussion on current findings, challenges that blockchains imply, and
possible solutions that may be engineered for achieving a global scale blockchain adoption for the
supply chain and logistics industry. Section 6 provides the final conclusions of the paper.
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2. Review of Literature

Blockchain technology has been successfully used in several industries, such as energy and
finance. For the supply chain, solutions have been proposed in a theoretical manner without significant
results in real-world conditions. In particular, recent literature studies have various aspects of
the specific domain. In Reference [9], the authors identify characteristic use cases described for
blockchain in the field of logistics and supply chain management and analyze them regarding their
mindful technology use based on five mindful technology adoption principles: Engagement with
the technology; technological novelty seeking; awareness of local context; cognizance of alternative
technologies; and anticipation of technology alteration. Most cases demonstrate high engagement with
the technology, but there are significant differences when it comes to the other mindful use principles.
In Reference [10], the authors use the methodology ‘attributes of innovation framework’ to identify the
potential blockchain applications and present a framework explicating four transformation phases to
subsequently categorize the identified areas of application according to their effects on organizational
structures and processes. Using academic and practitioner literature, the authors classify possible
applications for adoption and provide a framework to identify blockchain opportunities in the logistics
industry. Such research studies can be particularly beneficial for high level business executives to
assess where to start building organizational capabilities in order to successfully adopt and deploy
blockchain technology.

A fully transparent and decentralized traceability system for the supply chain is proposed in
another paper called TRADE [4], which displays that it is feasible to apply blockchain technology for
the supply chain to obtain traceability. Consumers and other participants can view all the system
information and verify the product assertions derived from actors. The authors focus on the trust
aspect and a transparent, decentralized traceability system for the supply chain. Each role (actor)
creates a transaction according to a product identifier (pid) that consists of the full product data.
A role signs the transactions they issue (digital signature—providing non-repudiation, authenticity,
integrity). All the legitimate transactions are combined in a block and are broadcasted to the blockchain
network. End users are allowed to view the full life cycle of a product. Uniformity is enforced in
TRADE because each transaction, depending on the corresponding actor, has an appropriate series of
validation processes. In this study, various open research questions for specific use cases are expressed,
including, among others, privacy. For certain supply chains, roles might compete with each other and
not approve the use of a transparent system, consequently, a privacy-preserving traceability system
should be designed.

In 2016, Kim et al. presented a smart contract design based on ontologies of an incepted traceability
supply chain system using blockchain technology. In this work, emphasis is given on the appliance
of ontologies in their context, rather than on blockchain technology for the supply chain in the
real-world [7]. RFID tags and blockchain technology is deployed in order to create a traceability
system for an agri-food supply chain in China. Authors claim that a decentralized suggestion for
traceability could solve the problems in an approach that is centralized, particularly: Trust, fraud,
corruption, tampering, and falsifying information. While this analysis examines blockchain technology
and traceability as separate features, their combination might present flaws concerning feasibility and
performance [11].

Abeyratne et al. presented a deep dive in traceability and transparency [1]. In their work,
transparency is discussed based on the child labor scandal of Nike (1996), whereas freight sustainability
is built with an emphasis on the product life-cycle [2,3]. While Abeyratne et al. support that the
blockchain technology attributes can enhance trust through traceability and transparency in supply
chain use cases, their work discusses an example, rather than a practical application of blockchain
technology in the supply chain.

The applicability of blockchain technology in the Internet of Things sector is examined in
Reference [12]. Scalability and high costs issues of the IoT sensor networks are mentioned and
blockchain is suggested as a solution. Advantages that come from the connection of IoT sensors to the
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blockchain include, among others, the access to a convenient (existing) billing layer, which paves the
way for a marketplace of data sharing and services between devices. According to this study, there are
various limitations and issues still to be resolved. One issue is that a blockchain solution will generally
underperform, resulting in lower transaction processing throughput and higher latencies, compared to
a centralized database solution. Another issue that may come up concerns privacy on the blockchain,
since blockchains by design expose information to everyone.

The ZERV Commerce Platform [13], enabled by an asset-based token and blockchain technology,
plans to be a decentralized trading platform. It intends to allow for frictionless transactions between all
key participants within the defense industry, including manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, retailers,
and consumers. However, as of today, there is still no white paper describing any of the implementation
details of their suggested approach. 300Cubits [14] aims at revolutionizing the shipping business
by tokenizing the contract between customer and container liner. As a solution to this supply chain
issue, 300Cubits proposes a token deposit system, which is organized as a tamper-proof Blockchain
intermediary and utilizes a smart contract. Bext360 [15] is an organization focused on developing
technologies to improve social sustainability in a supply chain. For that purpose, they developed a
blockchain to track and trace coffee beans on the complete route from farmer to consumer. IBM and
Walmart have developed and started testing a solution for a more efficient data exchange, which is
based on blockchain technology and enables them to identify and track products faster (from six days
to 2 s) and to remove recalled goods from their shelves [16]. The solution requires data input for every
product into a private blockchain.

Last but not least, an ongoing discussion is taking place besides the technical aspects of supply
chain management (whether fueled by blockchain or not), which has to do with other societal goals.
The articulation between supply chain and ethics (as for example the discussion in Reference [17]) is
something that is receiving significant attention in modern business ethics and where blockchains can
contribute through the traceability of the products and the means of manufacturing.

3. General Concept

3.1. Conceptual Diagram

By definition, supply chain management constitutes the management of goods and services
progress path, including the transfer and deposit of natural resources (raw materials), of ongoing
processes backlog and of completed products from genesis to use. Supply chain logistics involve the
design, planning, execution, control, and monitoring of goods and services journey activities adding
value to the final product. Eventually built on intercommunication business networks, supply chains
manage to provide the final product to the consumers through a series of actions, such as raw material
extraction, manufacturing to build the product, distributing the product to middle-men (wholesalers,
retailers), and allocating the product to the public. These kinds of activities are conveniently assumed
in our solution as transactions of a blockchain network and the participants of the supply chain
interact with each other through this network. Below are the different actors of a supply chain that are
described briefly in order to give a typical perspective.

To begin with, the starting point of a supply chain is constituted from the extraction of raw
materials (natural resources) and how they are firstly processed (pre-processed) by the suppliers or
vendors in order to be delivered to the next stage. The next stage is called manufacturing where the
process of converting the raw materials into products that are ready to sell takes place. Following
this, the constructed products are passed to the distributors who are responsible for allocating them to
multiple different intermediaries, such as wholesalers and retailers. The distributors also maintain
an active inventory of the products since the prior are connected with the suppliers. Subsequently,
the wholesalers do not sell products directly to the public, but to other retailers instead, whereas
the retailers dispose the purchased products to end users. Lastly, the consumers are the ones who
purchase or receive goods or services for personal needs or use and not for business purposes of resale
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or trade. Below is a figure combining blockchain technology with supply chain functionalities, which
is described and analyzed.

Figure 1 illustrates, conceptually, how the different actors of a supply chain can cooperate and
interact under a blockchain network. Each participant submits transactions on the blockchain network
in a specific way, depending on the completed activity. In the raw materials step, the suppliers
that pre-process the natural resources are submitting transactions on the ledger concerning that
initial process. These transactions include tags such as raw material name, quantity, quality, origin
geo-location, and others. The moment the raw materials are starting their journey to manufacturer,
the appropriate transactions are submitted. In this manner, every network party can verify important
details about the specific raw material they have received or that their product is made from. Similarly,
on the manufacturing stage, the manufacturer has a similar interaction with the blockchain and the
next chain participant.Logistics 2018, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 18 
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The manufacturer is able to validate crucial information about the natural resources they collected
by reading and verifying all the tags the latter includes in their transactions, and then, proceed to
the proper execution of the manufacturing step. New transactions with new information tags, such
as manufacturer name, field experience and others, are submitted after the completion of the stage.
Following this, the products are handed to the distributors. The distributors manage to sell the
products to wholesalers and retailers. This process is represented by blockchain transactions that
display important data tags, such as the merchant and customer address, exchange amount, product
raw material quality, and others. The distributors task is defined as to sell products to middle-men,
which means not end user. At this point, as in every step of the supply chain, the distributor (generally
every stage party) can check valuable tag information about the product progress route until that stage;
information such as the raw material origin geolocation, the manufacturer company popularity, the
distributor name, and others. For instance, a retailer can audit the product’s natural resource quality
right away and get the appropriate feedback before selling it to the consumer. Subsequently, when a
distributor delivers the product to a wholesaler by submitting a corresponding transaction, the latter
acts in a similar way. They check the transaction tags for extra data and then execute their selling to
the next wholesaler or retailer company and submit a new transaction. The same applies to the retailer
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organizations. Lastly, the end user receives the final product followed by a submitted transaction
(with appropriate tags included) and is able to check and verify its every aspect from the beginning
of its supply chain journey until that moment. The following table (Table 1) gives an overview of
the current limitations supply chain actors face and what is the positive impact introduced through
blockchain adoption.

Table 1. Supply Chain actors, current limitations faced and blockchain impact.

Supply chain actor Current limitations Blockchain impact

Raw material/Producer Ability to prove in a global and transparent way the
origin and quality metrics of products.

Benefits from increased trust of keep track of the
production raw material and value chain from

the raw material to the end consumer.

Manufacturer
Limited ability to monitor the product to the final

destination. Limited capabilities of checking quality
measured from raw material.

Added value from shared information system
with raw material suppliers and

distribution networks.

Distributor Custom tracking systems with poor collaboration
capabilities. Limited certification ability and trust issues.

Ability to have proof-of-location and conditions
certifications registered in the ledger.

Wholesaler Lack of trust and certification of the products’ path. Ability to check the origin of the goods and the
transformation/transportation conditions.

Retailer Lack of trust and certification of the products’ path.
Track of each individual product between the end
consumer and the wholesaler. Ability to handle
effectively return of malfunctioning products.

End user/Consumer
Lack of trust regarding the compliance of the product
with respect to origin, quality and compliance of the

product to the specified standards and origin.

Full and transparent view on the product origin
and its whole journey from raw material to final,

purchased product.

3.2. Elements of Blockchains that Affect Supply Chain

Supply chains typically raise various issues that are highly dependent on freight failure, human
error, intended fraud, and others, thus security is one of the cornerstone aspects that have to be
addressed. In a supply chain, all circulated data happens to obtain different forms and ought to satisfy
different needs that both lead to a much more demanding and complex course of controlling and
ensuring immutability and secure transparency between transactions and their data, without even
such guarantee most of the times. For instance, a malicious party that participates in the supply chain
could tamper invoice information and alter paid or due values illegitimately. Thus, it is crucial to
endorse a mechanism that enhances immutability and assures transaction confidentiality in supply
chain use cases. Blockchain technology provides a decent solution to the security problems presented
along the supply chain and guarantees integrity control and transparency of the products and their
content. In the following subsections, different elements of blockchain technology that affect, explicitly
or implicitly, the supply chain are presented and analyzed.

3.2.1. Scalability

A very large number of stakeholders are participating in modern supply chains, which are of
global range, together with a massive flow of newly created and time sensitive information. All this
data is poorly handled by modern supply chain management systems since there does not exist in
any shared common database. Blockchain can contribute significantly in scaling up by providing a
networked and decentralized database in order for all supply chain parties to join. In this manner, any
single point of failure disappears while, at the same time, all supply chain data is recorded on a ledger,
shared among all participating network peers. For instance, when different parties of the supply chain
flow need to intercommunicate or learn information for one another, the blockchain ledger offers such
a procedure on a global scale with ease.

3.2.2. Performance

Various actions and procedures occur during a product’s or freight’s journey inside the supply
chain. They are often prone to human errors or even fraud or ware failure, which as a result, diminish
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system performance. With blockchain, the majority of activities can be represented as electronic
transactions submitted on the ledger. In that case, they execute faster and without errors increasing
system performance. For instance, a smart contract can automatically pay custom parties the correct
amount when triggered in a few minutes independently of their geo-location. Moreover, processes such
as ensuring data validity and integrity or confidentiality last a significant amount of time in traditional
supply chain systems, whereas blockchain can provide these attributes as built-in. For example,
digital signatures of a recipient party are automatically checked and verified along a freight’s journey,
lightening a system’s workload, though improving performance limits.

3.2.3. Consensus

Blockchain platforms possess a specific mechanism that ensures data immutability along the
ledger called consensus. The particular scope of the consensus is to keep a general agreement between
the nodes of the network about all submitted transactions information. Such transaction information
can be the timestamp, thus the order they occurred, the addresses of sender and of receiver, the
amount transacted, the tags or electronic seal that accompany the ware and others. The essence of
blockchain technology innovation and uniqueness originates from the use of consensus mechanisms.
Today, blockchain platforms support different types of general agreement tools depending on the
ledger level of access. A ledger can be public or private and typical consensus algorithms constitute
proof-of-work and proof-of-stake, practical byzantine fault tolerance and proof of elapsed time, or
proof of authority matched, respectively. Apparently, there exists no common tool on modern supply
chains that organizes and secures each step of the product, hence errors, fraud, and ware failure are
possible. Consensus algorithms constitute the core of the blockchain trust and node general agreement,
with well-known methods known as “mining”. On the contrary, such techniques hide dangers, such
as 51% attack [18] and reveal problems such as selfish mining [19].

3.2.4. Privacy

In contradiction with the modern supply chains where any kind of data is available and can be
tampered, blockchains offer a powerful contribution when it comes to privacy. Blockchain ledgers
not only contain immutable information, but at the same time, users’ privacy is highly respected.
Public blockchains offers pseudonymity to its users in the sense that each user is able to interact
with the ledger through a newly created address without revealing their real identity. Furthermore,
permissioned and private blockchains can provide total anonymity inside the network in the following
way. Inside a consortium or private blockchain, it is possible that parties are joining in an anonymized
way while being authenticated in advance by an off-chain system of the supply chain. In this manner,
the supply chain works properly, while their real identity is a safely kept secret from the other parties
of the network and it is assured that they are legal participants.

3.2.5. Location

Blockchain technology offers all its functionalities and attributes independently of the geo-location
of its users. Since the offered decentralized network can be shared over the Internet, any legal party of
a supply chain can contribute to a freight’s lifecycle from anywhere. Thus, a supply chain network
enhanced with blockchain technology can be even broader globally than a traditional one, since
stakeholders and companies from inconvenient-to-do-business parts of the globe could participate and
offer their services or purchase wares. The most important effect that flexibility of location, offered by
blockchain technology, can have on the supply chain is obviously the time efficiency. For example,
when bank transacting happens between distant parts of the world, payment mobility becomes much
slower—it could even take months, depending always on the laws and the interrelationships of the
countries. On the contrary, when transacting happens with cryptocurrency through a global blockchain
network, the transaction confirmation and the payment completion is reduced to minutes.
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3.2.6. Cost

In a like manner with location, cost is significantly reduced with blockchain technology in a
supply chain system. Mainly due to large distance transactions being slower through banks than
with cryptocurrency technology, blockchain provides an economic solution for the supply chain.
Additionally, since most activities can be represented as transactions, the entire workflow of the supply
chain can be substantially faster than the traditional case. For instance, the whole blockchain network
can be aware in a matter of minutes that the raw material extraction is completed, and thus, the next
step is in its infancy, since the extraction will be submitted as a transaction on the shared ledger. An
overview of the blockchain elements that affect supply chain logistics along with the scope of their
roles is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Blockchain Elements that affect Supply Chain Logistics with Roles Scope.

Relation and impact to the Supply Chain roles

Scalability

Scalability is improved since the suppliers are participating in a general system of the supply chain (not different
ones depending on the different companies as in traditional supply chain architecture). The Peer-to-Peer nature of
blockchains is by design more robust and scalable given the fact that the there is no single point of interaction (as

compared to centralized solutions). Distributors scalability is improved since in a common ledger all their customers
(wholesalers, retailers) can be effortlessly accessed (no need for different supply chains for different customers).
Blockchain scalability improves consumers experience since they are more aware of the supply chain size and

functionalities through transaction tag information and their trust towards the system increases.

Performance
Blockchain performance enhances this step since transaction submission and verification high speed (comparing to
traditional bank methods) provides quick and trustful liquidity of payments. Recent blockchain implementations are

being designed as to facilitate a high throughput of transactions per second.

Consensus

Blockchain consensus offers trust to the whole supply chain system. Country origin, quality and other details are
recorded as tags on the ledger, adding value to the final product. It benefits the Distributors stage since the raw

materials are validated and the manufacturer signature is checked, which all together add value to the final product.
It also helps vitally this stage since the retailers are assured that the final product which is about to be sold to the end
users has all the exact natural resources and passed through all the manufacturers, distributors and wholesalers that
the ledger confirms. Consumers are confident that the product quality and general characteristics are the ones that

the blockchain ledger confirms they are; value is added to the product.

Privacy

Although blockchains are considered public ledger, privacy can be engineered in a way to facilitate access control to
who is going to have access to the information contained in the blocks. Blockchain provides privacy in the sense that
private transactions are not visible (but are legitimately verified) by parties that transaction issuers might not want to
display. It also helps keep identity of users private when it is needed, but still verifying values that are essential for

the consistency of a products journey, such as raw material quality, distributor geolocation and others.

Location

Supply chain dependency on location becomes flexible. Raw materials are transferred around the world while
transactions are not dependent on country regulations and laws; with rapid submission and validation rates.
Manufacturers are cooperating with different supplier and distribution companies around the world while

transactions are country regulation and law independent with rapid submission and validation rates. Distributors
are cooperating with different wholesale and retail companies around the world while transactions do not depend

on country regulations and laws and are accomplished with rapid submission and validation rates. Additional
measures and methods for proof-of-location mechanisms are being considered these days as a way to prove the

location through its registration to a blockchain that cannot be disputed.

Cost

Blockchain transaction costs can be significantly reduced comparing to traditional payments with banks. In contrast
with banks, crypto-payment fees are negligible, especially when transferring funds between countries with different

regulations and economy laws. Suppliers are paid faster for the natural resources that the sell to manufacturers,
while the later are charged subtly on their purchase. Distributors are compensated quicker for their offered products,
while the wholesalers or retailers benefit from the low fees. The final product overall value is increased while at the
same time its price is substantially decreased which both leave the consumer happier than in the traditional supply

chain system in terms of quality and price.

3.3. Blockchain Features Tradeoffs in Supply Chain Management

When it comes to a preliminary analysis on the production level public blockchains that can
potentially form the basis for real world deployment for supply chain facilitation, the core analysis is
focused on the tradeoff between the consensus mechanism, bandwidth (Transactions Per Second, TPS),
and validation speed (Transaction Confirmation Time, TCT). While such characteristics have not been
validated in all blockchains and for a global commercial oriented deployment, there are many research
studies that have tackled this issue even within the literature approach [20].

As of today, there have been proposed many distributed consensus protocols which function on
top of the blockchain data structure. Proof-Of-Work (PoW) consensus protocol is based on the solution
of an extremely difficult cryptographic puzzle in order for the nodes to compete and eventually to
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come to an agreement as far as the new block is concerned. This type of consensus method is regarded
as having high trust, but comes with the energy consumption overhead as it requires very high
computational power from the nodes and nowadays it also requires expensive dedicated hardware
based on Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC). The Proof Of Stake (PoS) consensus protocol
suggests that the new block’s publication should be based on how much stake each peer has stored
in the network. Such consensus methods are definitely less expensive than the PoW, however, it
comes with other weaknesses such as the “Nothing at Stake” problem. Other alternative consensus
mechanisms such as the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), functions efficiently on top of
permissioned blockchains like Hyperledger Fabric. PBFT works on the assumption that less than
one-third of the peers are faulty (f), which means that the network should consist of at least n=3f+1
peers to tolerate f faulty peers. Eventually, the network requires 2f+1 peers to agree on the block of the
transactions. Such approaches are commonly referred to as federated consensus mechanisms and can
be regarded as voting methods where peers vote through random and transparent processes on which
the block is the next to be confirmed to be added on the chain.

Permissionless blockchains [34] do not require pre-established identities or any identity
management from a third party and are thus fully decentralized as anyone can join the peer-to-peer
network and run a full node, while permissioned blockchains [35] enables a third-party to identity
management in order for a user to be part of the blockchain network. It has to be noted that Table 3
contains public, permissionless blockchains based on the assumption that a global scale supply
management blockchain would require such an approach. Alternative, cross-organizational and
consortium based blockchains (permissioned) could be deployed to overcome performance limitations.
For instance, Quorum, as an enterprise flavor of Ethereum, has reported dozens to hundreds of
transactions per second (TPS) depending on the configuration of the transactions, while Hyperledger
Fabric has likewise reported figures as high as 3500 TPS, which most likely include transactions
occurring and concluding across the entire network.

Table 3. Comparison of blockchain performance characteristics and assessment of suitability for supply
chain management (at the time of writing this paper).

Blockchain Name Consensus
Protocol

Transactions per
Second (TPS)

Transaction
Confirmation
Time (TCT)

Supply Chain Suitability

Bitcoin (BTC) [21] PoW 3–7 25 min Expensive, low bandwidth
(TPS), high TCT.

Ethereum (ETH) [22] PoW 15–20 2 min Expensive with viable, for
commercial deployment TCT

Ripple (XRP) [23] RCPA 1.500 4 s High bandwidth, low cost and
high TCT

Bitcoin Cash (BCH) [24] PoW 60 60 min Expensive and not suitable for
real-time

Litecoin (LTC) [25] PoW 56 30 min Expensive, not well suited for
real-time

EOS(EOS) [26] DPoS [27] millions 6 min Inexpensive, high throughput,
low TCT

Cardano (ADA) [28] PoS 5–7 3–5 min Inexpensive, moderate
throughput, low TCT

Stellar (XLM) [29] PoS 1000 2–5 s Inexpensive, high throughput,
low TCT

NEO (NEO) [30] DBFT 10.000 15–20 s Inexpensive, high throughput,
low TCT

Monero (XMR) [31] DAG(Tangle) 4 30 min Inexpensive, low TPS, low TCT

Tether (USDT) [32] Various Consensus
mechanisms

Ethereum-based
token 15–30 s Inexpensive with moderate

TPS and low TCT.

NEM (XEM) [33] PoI 4000 1–2 min Inexpensive with moderate
TPS and low TCT.
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Blockchain protocols are commonly engineered as a tradeoff among consensus cost, speed,
bandwidth, and security (including trust). This three-way tradeoff, however, is not inherent in
decentralized cryptocurrencies. While there are some efforts such as the GHOST protocol [36] that
demonstrate that fairness and mining power utilization can be improved by changing the chain
selection rule, in particular, by being inclusive to forks outside the main chain as well, it tends to be
that not many degrees of freedom are available in public decentralized ledger technologies.

4. Suggested Architecture and Blockchain Approach

4.1. Overview and Assumptions

Due to the high number of stakeholders involved in large scale supply chains of global range, the
relationships between them end up to be complex. Modern supply chain management carries many
trust-based concerns that constitute the main cause why a blockchain solution is essential and seems
mandatory. First of all, there exists a lack of trust among the participants of a supply chain. Every party
needs to trust that true data is issued and exchanged by another party in their intercommunication.
Unfortunately, this does not occur in contemporary supply chains where freight failure, human error,
or intended fraud prospers. Furthermore, it is essential that such systems need to effectively gather
valid data, record it securely and provide exact information to several other systems. Failures on these
processes occur frequently and, as a result, a global end-to-end supply chain system depends highly
on its fragile links that slow down, alter or impede information flow. In addition, lack of both high
standards and end-to-end integration leads to information inconsistency among stakeholders. Each
party needs to collect and confirm the data validity in order to ensure integrity and effectiveness that
decreases system performance. Additionally, limitations on the efficient information flow manipulation
exist due to the current supply chain system structure. Due to the complex architecture, the system
is additionally changed with hard tasks such as product traceability and monitoring that crucially
impair performance and efficiency. For example, tracking the complete system starting from raw
material extraction to factory-produced ware ready to be purchased has become a significantly complex
procedure in modern supply chains.

Supply chains will benefit from blockchain innovative science through numerous ways.
Blockchain will essentially contribute to transparency and auditability that will support large extent
freight conditions violations and human error and fraud detection (the cost of global fraud was
evidenced in a report by PwC [37], where it is indicated that 49% of organizations globally said
they have been a victim of fraud and economic crime). Product conditions will be controlled and
reported on the ledger when they overcome the proper thresholds, as well as any human error that
could damage the goods of the chain’s procedures. In order to reduce reputation risks, human rights,
and conduct codes will be respected along the chain by being recorded on the ledger. Intended
fraud will be detected and reported on the blockchain as a transaction as well, while notifications
and messages could be broadcasted inside the blockchain network in order to inform other parties
about the participant that tried to commit fraud. Additionally, blockchain will provide continuity of
information through its well-known properties of immutability and irrevocability. Secure sharing of
data between different stakeholders that participate in a global supply chain will be essential in order
to guarantee freight traceability and reduce the risk of errors or frauds and will easily be implemented
inside a public or permissioned blockchain network that ensures trustless party intercommunication
and tamperproof data. Further, properly authorized accessibility to information will be achieved with
important benefits for future references. Agile and transparent blockchains will offer access to ledger
data retrospectively in order to benefit from the massive volume of the information produced.
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4.2. Blockchain Ledger Layer

The Blockchain Layer of the architecture describes its core low-level blockchain network
functionalities. The modules that constitute this layer are mainly for achieving consensus among the
peers and manage the transactions that are going to be registered in the ledger.

The Consensus Module confirms data authenticity and the proper execution of operations inside
the blockchain network. It is responsible for transactions validation and verification and the overall
agreement on current ledger state among different nodes that participate in the blockchain network.
This module is directly connected with the Transactions Handling module of the Blockchain Layer
and they all together form the blockchain data structure. Permissioned blockchain platforms utilize
new consensus protocols in contrast with public blockchains that use traditional ones. Algorithms for
permissioned blockchains tend to reach consensus faster and more efficiently in a private environment.
In order for the different peers of a blockchain network to co-operate and agree on the validity
of the transaction data, a protocol needs to be adopted. This is the responsibility of a consensus
algorithm that offers trust-less node interaction and decentralized applications implementation inside
a blockchain network.

The Transactions Handling Module is another core blockchain network module. Its main
responsibility is to store the transaction data on the blockchain ledger. It is directly connected
with the previously mentioned Consensus Module of the Blockchain Layer together forming the
blockchain data structure. The two modules interact with each other and together communicate with
the Middleware Layer as a whole blockchain scheme. When a transaction is being submitted to the
blockchain network, all of its information is recorded on the ledger. Data such as the transaction hash,
the address of the sender, the address of the receiver, the timestamp, the value of the transaction and
other information are grouped and committed on the ledger. The Transactions Module is absolutely
necessary in order to properly handle and forward this information of any happening transaction
inside the blockchain network.

4.3. Middleware Layer

The “Middleware Layer” is the core layer of the infrastructure since it is the substantial connecting
tier between the Blockchain Layer and the top layers that are closer to the supply chain management
such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERPs) and other related software packages. The Middleware
Layer each consists of the following modules:

Upload Handler: The “Upload Handler” regulates document uploading such as e-invoices,
receipts or other official documents associated with every step of the value chain. When a new
document (e.g., e-invoice) needs to enter the infrastructure, certain operations need to be followed in
order to handle it and guide it through the architecture. The Upload Handler module interacts with
the top layers (Application Layer) through appropriate APIs for controlling and managing the initial
uploading of information. For instance in order to upload an e-invoice a smart contract is created and
deployed through the “Smart Contract Manager” module. After that, the e-invoice is stored on the
corresponding distributed data storage, as described on the “Data Orchestrator” module below.

Data Orchestrator: The “Data Orchestrator” Module is responsible for storing efficiently an
e-invoice in a secure distributed manner with low latency. Highly distributed storage and file systems
are very suitable for such implementations and approaches such as the InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS) [38]. This module retrieves and stores securely the e-invoice, either ‘Required’ or ‘Paid’, provided
from the Upload Handler module.

Smart Contract Manager: The Smart Contract Manager is a crucial module of the Middleware
Layer since most operations go through its functionalities and approval mechanisms. The automatic
creation, deployment, and triggering of smart contracts constitute its main responsibility. It is a
module with core functionalities that interacts with the Upload Handler and the Transactions Handler.
When a merchant or customer is uploading an e-invoice, either ‘Required’ or ‘Paid’, the Smart Contract
Manager processes the respective inputs collected from the Upload Handler (sender and receiver
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addresses, e-invoice due date and value, and other e-invoice information) and creates a new smart
contract. After that, the module deploys it to the blockchain network through the Transactions Handler.
If a ‘Required’ e-invoice is uploaded, this new smart contract emits an event inside the blockchain
network in order to trigger a customer’s smart contract that eventually informs their ERP that they
need to pay this ‘Required Invoice’.

Application level Transactions Handler: This module regulates transactions managing inside
the supply chain management infrastructure of the participating actors and is responsible for all the
interactions between the Application level and Middleware Layer. It can be regarded as the external
Application Programming Interface (API) with the middleware services that need to further process
this request to the blockchain ledger. Interacting with the Smart Contract Manager module is also
foreseen as many times the different transactions are going to be bound to specific conditions imposed
by the smart contract upon which they are based. As clearly explained previously in the Smart Contract
Manager, every smart contract related functionality creates a new transaction that is controlled by the
Transactions Handler and forwarded to the Blockchain Layer.

Figure 2 illustrates information about the integration of blockchain technology and supply chain
by introducing a blockchain architecture scheme which handles each product stage with similar
respect. As can be seen from the figure, every supply chain stage is approached as a step of the freight
journey which is recorded thoroughly on the blockchain ledger. On each step, two parties are engaging
together with the blockchain service which automates the procedures of the step, such as submitting
any necessary transactions on the ledger. More specifically, on stage n+1 there exists a party that inputs
data (party n) and a party that receives the step’s output information (party n+1). This procedure
is completely automated through the Middleware Blockchain Service which handles data properly
and submits the necessary step transactions on the blockchain ledger. For instance, at the end of
the legitimate completion of a particular step, special smart contracts would be triggered in order to
distribute payments to custom parties.

On the proposed schema of Figure 2, each party prepares the next step (stage) of the supply chain
by confirming the previous one. In particular, the confirmation takes place by inputting the proper
hashes and other proof material output from the previous step. After that, custom smart contracts
could be triggered depending on the step, and then, the Middleware confirms the validity of the input
and initiates next stage’s procedures. Such procedures would be to gather appropriate transaction
hashes, tags or electronic seals, and other ledger information of previous steps, as shown in the figure.
The Middleware interacts directly with the blockchain ledger and its blocks that include transactions
and all the important tamperproof data. Following this, the supply chain step is eventually executed
through the Middleware in an environment that ensures a continuous data validation. After the stage
completion, the actions are reported by submitting one or more new transactions on the ledger that
includes the appropriate product tags or electronic seals. The new transactions prove in the legitimate
circumstances under which the supply chain stage was finished and allow the next stage to be initiated.

The possible case of any product failure, human error or intended fraud will immediately be
detected since the appropriate hashes and other crypto material will not match for the next step
to get started. Since all values are reported on the blockchain ledger, any mismatch would trigger
smart contracts that encounter matters of such kind and would inform both step parties as well as
other participants of the whole chain if necessary for the error. For instance, cold medical bottles’
temperature on a specific truck raised about 40% above the threshold during the transportation, and
thus, they are currently useless since they are able to cause serious problems to patients.
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Figure 2. One supply chain freight stage (stage number n+1) as a blockchain transaction. Every stage’s
functionality is automated by the "Middleware", and thus, the parties that participate in each stage
(a single one in the input and another one in the output) have a small interaction with it; for instance,
the driver confirms that the transportation was completed by receiving the appropriate transaction
hash, or the employee confirms that certain materials were kept refrigerated, as expected, by collecting
the corresponding transaction hashes and others. Here, party n participates in stage n+1 input (and
already in stage n output) while party n+1 participates on stage n+1 output (and stage n+2 input).

5. Discussion: Challenges and Possible Solutions

While modern blockchains present a great potential for building the internet systems of the future,
they face several technical challenges nowadays. Thus, the choice between the most suitable platforms
for the supply chain use case should be decided after wise and thorough consideration and research.
To begin with, an extremely important issue is the mechanism with which consensus will be reached
in order for the peers of a supply chain peer-to-peer network to decide what the next block will be in
the chain. While we can argue that the simplicity and directness of the proof of work mechanism has
been fundamental in the success of the Bitcoin protocol and in its great resonance, today we are already
dealing with a huge issue concerning the high-energy intensity of the mechanism. Indeed, proof of
work has contributed in the democratization of the general agreement between the network participants
about the transaction and block validity, but there are also other kinds of problems. One of these issues
is selfish mining, where a sub-group of miners agree to mine the next block privately and eventually
result in their own custom chain that ends up attacking the network. This fact is contradictory to the
fundamental and intrinsic feature of blockchains as being enablers of trust in open, trustless networks.
Such a lack of trust however would be hindering the further adoption of blockchains in the logistics
industry having disastrous impact consequences in the market and the consumer trust on the brands.

Hence, an important issue when combining blockchain and supply chain use case is the
decision on the consensus mechanism to be used, which introduces several concerns to be addressed.
For instance, a proof of work consensus algorithm tends to be very energy-intensive and therefore,
costly to support the supply chain use case. This would result in a significant overhead in supply
chain costs. On the other hand, consensus mechanisms such as proof of stake show that they have
their own issues that need further investigated, apart from that they are not applied yet on a real
large scale use case, for example, a Bitcoin equivalent, that would eventually present new possible
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issues. Other implementations, for instance, Linux Foundation Hyperledger implements Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus mechanism; an enabling blockchain mechanism that on the one
hand does not require energy consumption, and on the other hand, solves the general agreement
problem in large-scale blockchain networks. In such consensus mechanisms, all peer nodes in the
system make a joint decision in a twofold consensus based on both a selection mechanism and a
process, through which the various nodes that will be called upon to choose the final block to enter the
chain, will compulsorily demonstrate their credibility in the system. However, even these mechanisms
have problems that could be very critical. Recently, such a blockchain based on delegated (federated)
consensus was put out of order for several hours, bringing the utmost darkness in transactions
and trade. This would be virtually unacceptable in the production environment of supply chains.
Other consensus algorithms use server-client architecture, such as Ripple [23] sub networks, in order
to separate transaction logic from consensus logic. In particular, there are the so-called "servers" that
are involved in the consensus process, and "clients" who actually manage transactions. It is clear that,
for a plethora of supply chain use cases, it is necessary to consider various parameters in choosing
which consensus mechanism will be suitable to be implemented in a blockchain. They certainly have
to be inexpensive, yet transparent, simple, and fair enough to avoid selfish behavior and guarantee an
increased level of trust upon which the business relationships of the supply chain stakeholder rely on.

On the one hand, it is easily understood that a large-scale supply chain application will probably
need to use an open and public blockchain platform and not a permissioned or private one. On the
other hand, a supply chain that does not have a specific value for both the consumer and the producer
could permit the consolidation of permissioned or private blockchains. Undoubtedly, this would entail
an additional management cost for all actors in the supply chain, and thus, for the final consumer who
should be a participant of a particular blockchain to purchase a particular good and for those who
would be involved as intermediary relatives. In addition, a permissioned or private blockchain brings
its associated management costs especially when we have more complex blockchain architectures
such as when separating the consensus mechanism from transaction management. It is also crucial to
understand how various smart contracts will be implemented in such complex multilevel architectures
of corresponding implementations. Obviously, in the supply chain, the overall cost should be allocated
equally to all participants as it happens in trade agreements. For example, the proof of stake consensus
mechanism would be unfair for those with a lower share in the value chain, even though their added
value is particularly important for the final product. Therefore, although today we have a plethora of
alternative consensus mechanisms, it appears that there is still a great deal of research to find those
algorithms that are flexible enough to support a wide range of applications and use cases for the
different use cases of supply chain.

As far as it concerns scalability and performance, a corresponding physical limit for these features
is the bandwidth in the communications networks, the size of blocks (blockchain bandwidth) and
the overall time it takes for a transaction to be regarded as validated (transaction confirmation time).
For example, Bitcoin’s blockchain, the largest and oldest blockchain in use, has already reached its
limits in the production environment, even though Bitcoin itself has not yet taken a significant share in
e-commerce. This of course may be purely due to the fact that originally it was designed with other
conditions and other assumptions that could exist. However, we understand that production level
public blockchains have their own dynamics and the market adoption potential can cause an impact
which cannot be easily foreseen and handled in a dynamic on-the-fly way. It seems that modern
blockchain implementations take into considerations such limits at their design phase as to be able
to follow large scale global deployments, however up to now there is no real world experimentation
with the real limitations of blockchains. As for the scalability issue, and since space within a block
can only be limited, it becomes apparent that a physical limit for a blockchain is the number of
transactions each block can contain. Since blocks are displayed and produced in a specified interval,
obviously, this constitutes a natural limit. Another technique for achieving higher levels of scaling is
to create hierarchies of “consensus instances,” commonly referred to as “sidechains” [39]. While this
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can affect the decentralization nature of blockchains, it has the benefit that sidechains may also run
non-proof-of-work consensus protocols, such as BFT. Sidechains, however, come along with their own
technical challenges. Among others mining coordination is mentioned [40], which otherwise introduces
further complexity and vulnerabilities, the need for inter-chain transactions with further technical and
administrative burden caused, and delays on the total confirmation time. In the multi-stakeholder
world of logistics and supply chains industries we envisage that technical approaches with sidechains
and inter-blockchain transactions are worth being further investigated and explored.

Privacy and security issues on blockchains [41,42] are important features for the logistics industry
as they concern the information of the products, the consumers and the interactions between them.
The blockchains rely on digital signatures (based on cryptography) to define the identities of the
participants in the network. In the Bitcoin network for instance the wallet ID is the one which defines
the identification of the participant and, through this someone can search for specific transactions are
interact with him/her. In the supply chain use cases blockchains are supposed to be used also as a
distributed way of storing data. But the irreversibility and transparency of blockchains mean they are
probably unsuitable for privacy sensitive data (data that can reveal physical identities and disclose
for instance consumer habits, privacy, and proof of location, etc.). Data stored in blockchains cannot
be changed, and so it is very important that we design blockchains to protect users’ privacy. One
approach could be to have blockchains used only to provide a timestamp for information of the supply
chain workflow held elsewhere (in external data repositories). This approach of using blockchains
purely as a timestamping mechanism and not as a data store has the additional benefit of being more
likely to scale in the face of large amounts of data needing to be recorded. Finally, additional encryption
of data before pushed into the blockchain can be possible. The main problem with this approach is
that if the decryption key for encrypted data is ever made public, the encrypted content is readable by
anyone with that key; there is no way of encrypting the data with a different key once it is embedded
within the blockchain. Regardless of the approach taken to designing blockchains, every blockchain
contains transaction data and thus all privacy, by design principles, have to be taken into consideration
before letting any transaction in the ledgers of public/private blockchain implementations.

6. Conclusions

The road to a global supply chain management framework relying on blockchains passes through
many phases and many challenges that have to be faced. While the discussion on features such
as scalability, performance, consensus mechanism, public vs. permissioned blockchain cannot be
exhausted in the frame of an individual study it is necessary to invest further research on topics
that will pave the intermediate steps towards the blockchain adoption in the supply chain industry.
An intermediate step of having consortium-based, permissioned ledgers, which can be applied on
specific cross-organizational domains, can be regarded a s starting point for tackling the research
challenges and facilitate the necessary changes based on controlled private ledger environments,
where such blockchain features can be managed effectively. Permissioned blockchains raise many
barriers that have to do with energy efficiency, cost of transactions, total confirmation time, as well as
security and privacy issues. Nevertheless, such approaches cannot be regarded as totally decentralized
as they still have to rely on central trusted parties who will be responsible to validate the identity
of the participating actors and assign the necessary credentials of the blockchain. As the research
progresses in inter-domain and inter-chain blockchain implementations, the path to public blockchains
will be paved with more concrete ideas and the implementation will be facilitated with more concreted
design principles and adoption maturity from the respective stakeholders of the supply chain industry.
The specific paper presented, among others, an analysis on the blockchain adoption for a large-scale
deployment on the supply chain management industry. It is within the future research priorities of the
authors to proceed with detailed analysis on specific blockchain implementations (both permissioned
and permissionless) for particular supply chain management use cases (such as the retail industry)
and focus on performance monitoring and measuring.
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